Individual images showing the locations of mapped, named, color-coded distributary channels in the Old River Bed distributary system are provided below. Please see Chapter 3, *Old River Bed Delta Geomorphology and Chronology* in “The Paleoarchaic Occupation of the Old River Bed Delta” by David B. Madsen, Dave N. Schmitt, and David Page” for individual channel descriptions and chronologies.

Overview of the Mango, Mocha, and Gold channel systems mapped on satellite imagery
Overview of the Black Channel system mapped on satellite imagery

Overview of the Limestone channel system mapped on satellite imagery
Overview of the Yellow and Fuchsia channel systems mapped on satellite imagery

Overview of the Green channel system mapped on satellite imagery
Overview of the Red channel system mapped on satellite imagery

Overview of the Blue, Lime, and Royal Blue channel systems mapped on satellite imagery
Overview of the Lavender, Navy, Coral, Orange, and Pink channel systems mapped on satellite imagery

Overview of the Buff, White, and Brown channel systems mapped on satellite imagery
Overview of the Light Blue channel system mapped on satellite imagery

Overview of the Seafoam and Rust channel systems mapped on satellite imagery